Exlusive $50 Rewards from KyLinTV*

KyLinTV, the world’s leading IPTV Company, has an exclusive offer for you! KyLinTV offers 90+ live channels, over 30,000 hours of VOD programming, and true HD quality content. Watch your favorite Live TV and VOD programs on your SmartTV, PC, iPad or HDTV (with KyLinTV Set-Top Box) anywhere and anytime you want at one price. As part of exclusive reward to business and organization members, you will receive an additional $50, when you sign up for KyLinTV services. Don’t miss out this exclusive offer!

(*See "About Rewards Program" for additional details)

KyLinTV’s Pricing and Packages: Base Channel Packages: Get an additional 15+ channels for FREE when you subscribe to any Chinese base package or Chinese combo packages.

- **KyLinTV Pack:** $16.99/mo, Offering “All in one” channel lineup for the entire family, total 25+ Channels.
- **Great Wall TV:** $22.99/mo, The most complete package for Mainland Chinese programming, including key provincial channels in China, total 25+ channels.
- **Taiwan TV:** $22.99/mo, Best-valued package in the market offering the most popular Taiwanese programming, total 20+channels.
- **KyLinTV + GW:** $29.99/mo, all channels in KyLinTV pack and Great Wall pack.
- **KyLinTV + TW:** $29.99/mo, includes all channels in KyLinTV pack and Taiwan pack.
- **Panorama China pack (incl. Panorama China VOD):** $9.99/mo, includes 10 live English-speaking channels and total 900 hours of VOD programming that contains a variety of topics including economy, history & culture, travel, social live & Chinese classroom teaching.

Add-on VOD Packages: An add-on subscription to any base channel or combo package

- **VOD Kids:** $9.99/mo - the best supplement for kids learning Chinese language through joyful and entertaining TV programming.
- **VOD Select:** $9.99/mo - the largest VOD library featuring hottest movies, TV dramas, fashion and lifestyle…
- **VOD Panorama China:** $4.99/mo - dedicated to English speaking audiences who are interested in China and learning the language.

**About Rewards Program**

Rewards Program Qualifications:
- Must be new KyLinTV subscriber in N. America region and subscribe through KyLinTV Official website www.KyLinTV.Com between 9/1/2012-12/31/2012.
- Must be KyLinTV Pack, Great Wall TV, Taiwan TV, KyLinTV + GW, OR KyLinTV + TW for the $50 Rewards
- Must be the Panorama China pack for the $25 Rewards
- Subscription must be either be the 12 mo prepaid or 24 mo monthly payment plan on STB or Smart TV device.
- Can be combine with current other KyLinTV offer, excluding FAF offer.

**How to redeem:**
- Member needs to submit 1.) Business and Organization name 2.) Referrer Code 3.) Member name and 4.) Customer ID via the online redemption page before 01/16/2013. https://v1.kylintv.com/50cash.
- The reward will appear on Customer’s account on kylintv.com within 5 business days and can used towards the monthly subscription fee for the 24 mo plan or a refund to the customer’s credit card for the 12 mo prepaid plan.

Referrer Code: **SXORG014**  Any Questions please contact: (212) 786-2358

By using KyLinTV service, customers agree to be bounded by KyLinTV Terms of Service: http://www.kylintv.com/KylinTV/page/terms-of-service. KyLinTV is a trademark of KyLinTV Inc. All rights reserved.